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Best city location with balcony

This well-maintained apartment convinces with its
location close to the city centre and its good furnishings.
It offers space for up to four people. The living room has a
cosy and bright sofa corner. Visually separated by a shelf,
there is a sofa bed – 1.40m x 2m – which offers space for
up to 2 people if required. The room is complemented by
a workplace. From the living room you also enter the
balcony, where you can enjoy cosy summer evenings. The
separate bedroom has been completely refurbished and
equipped with new box-spring beds, which can also be
arranged as a double bed if required. The spacious
kitchen has a comfortable kitchenette and is equipped
with all technical appliances, including a dishwasher and
basic equipment for four people. The dining area is also
located here. Further plus points are the large, floor-level
shower in the bathroom, the spacious hallway, where a
large cupboard offers sufficient additional storage space,
which belongs to the apartment. All in all, this is a flat
with a high quality of stay, even for a longer period of
time.

Location and area
The well-designed city apartment with balcony is
convincing due to its location: on the edge of the city
centre, you live here close to the centre and yet quietly.
The city centre with pedestrian zone and all shopping
facilities as well as restaurants and bars are within
walking distance. Very good public transport connections
– it only takes 5-10 minutes to get to the Viehofer Platz
and Rheinischer Platz stops. Both are only 2 stops away
from the main railway station. The University of Essen and
the RWE campus are directly opposite. By car, you can
reach all destinations within Essen in no time at all, and
the neighbouring motorways are only a few minutes’
drive away.

General
3rd floor
Balcony
Bedroom
Elevator
Internet
Kitchen with kitchen unit
Living-sleeping room

Enquiry
Telefon: +49 (0) 201 1789688
Telefax: +49 (0) 201 1789687
info@zeitquartier.de
www.zeitquartier.de

Property number
E-149
Location
45141 Essen
Prize
from 1,400 € per Month
Number of guests
4
Bedroom
1
Size
60 qm
Number of rooms
1
Booking period
from 1 month
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Non-smoking
Pets on request
Public parking
TV

Kitchen unit
Ceramic stove with 4 hobs
Complete kitchenware
Dining table
Dishwasher
Filter coffee machine
Freezer
Microwave
Oven
Refrigerator
Toaster
Water heater

Living and sleeping
Bedroom with two single beds
Living room with sofa bed, desk and TV

Service
Bed linen and towels
Dryer in the house
Final cleaning included
Washing machine in the house

Possible on enquiry
Cleaning service
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